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Money "Smuggling through Swiss Post Offices
by Harlan F. Stone, CPhH

For many years the Swiss Postal
Administration has provided a special service
for value-declared letters . Any letter containing
money goes by the more secure parcel post
service instead of the letter post service . But
the sender has to declare the value at his post
office and pay a higher parcel rate instead of

the letter rate. This difference has led some
senders to use ordinary letters to mail money,

in some cases only a coin with perhaps little
value. My Swiss postage due collection now
includes two scarce covers that show what
happens when the postal authorities discover
money inside an ordinary letter.

On December 29, 1909, a resident of
Wetzikon mailed a letter to Steckborn (Figure
1), paying the 10-centime rate for a non-local
letter going more than 10 kilometers . Later a postal clerk discovered that it contained money and,
using a purple crayon, wrote "Enthält Geld" in the upper left corner and "20" centimes due . At the
destination post office, the recipient presumably had to open the letter, declare the content's value,
and pay postage due for the value tax as well as parcel delivery . A clerk there used a blue crayon to
change the "20" into "30" due, the correct amount according to the July 1, 1893, tariff table for parcel
post .

The table shows that the sender should have paid 15c parcel postage for up to 500gr going any

domestic distance and 25c value tax for a
deduced 601 to 800 francs. When a post office
changed a letter to a declared-value parcel, it

charged only the deficit, the amount it
collected in this case from the recipient on
December 30 . (It is worth noting that from

December 1, 1891, to June 30, 1925, the
postage due formula for all the usual types of
mail also happened to be only the missing
postage .)

On September 19, 1944, a resident of

Biel mailed a letter to Schönholzerswilen
(Figure 2), paying the by-then 20c rate for a
non-local letter. When the letter passed
through Zurich in (continued on page 11)
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Graphic Designer Pres-
entation at WESTPEX

Jean-Benoit Levy is a Swiss graphic de-

signer now living in San Francisco . He designed
two Swiss stamps: the Einstein E=mc 2 stamp of
2005 and the A (Priority) stamp of 1995 . He will

make a presentation about the design process of
these very different stamps at the end of our
business meeting at WESTPEX Saturday
morning. Another good reason to come to WESTPEX!

President's Message
By the time you receive this issue of

TELL our convention will be less than two

months away . Still plenty of time to make plans
to join your fellow members and enjoy the won-
derful exhibits, seminar, swaps session and an-
nual meeting. On Friday evening we will enjoy

a dinner at a Swiss style restaurant.

The international show Washington 2006
runs from Saturday 5/27 to Saturday 6/3 . Our
tentative plan is to meet at the one page Swiss
exhibit at 10 :00 a.m. Sunday 5/28, Wednesday

5/31 and Saturday 6/3 . We will then plan to-
gether for lunch, dinner or whatever . At the
convention we will discuss it and firm the plans.

I hope to see you all in San Francisco.

Bill

Chuck LaBlonde
elected a Fellow of the
Royal Philatelic Society

Chuck LaBlonde has been a member of
the Royal Philatelic Society London for some

time . Just before Christmas he received word
that he has been named as a Fellow, which is a
nice honor. As far as we know, he is the first

AHPS member to be elected a Fellow of the So-
ciety .

The Royal Philatelic Society London,
founded in 1869, is the oldest and most prestig-

ious philatelic society in the world . The patron
of the Royal is Her Majesty, the Queen . The So-
ciety is located at 41 Devonshire Place in Lon-

don and houses a fine library and museum, as
well as meeting and display rooms. Membership

in the Royal is open to all collectors . Fellowship

is awarded to those who make significant contri-
butions to philately.

In an email to your editor, Chuck wrote
"Why me? I gave a presentation at the Royal as

part of the Swiss Consilium Philateliae Helveti-

cae a few years back . I have also been to the

Royal many times to visit. My books have been

very well received in GB . The past president of

the Royal is David Beech who is also the head of
the philatelic collections at the British Library.
He and I have corresponded and he has ar-
ranged for me to have a readers access card to

the British Library . He is also a New Zealand
collector and expert so my latest book may have

appealed to him . I thank the AHPS for their

very kind support of my books ."

2006 AHPS Convention
This April at WESTPEX

There is still time to make your plans to

attend WESTPEX and our 2006 AHPS Conven-
tion . The location is the San Francisco Airport
Marriott Hotel . The hours of the show will be

10:00 a.m . to 6:30 p.m. Friday, April 28, 10 .00

a.m. to 6:00 p .m. Saturday, April 29, and 10 :00
a.m. to 4 :00 p .m. Sunday, April 30.

The San Francisco Airport Marriott Hotel

is just south of the San Francisco Airport . The
Hotel provides free shuttle service between the
hotel and the airport (and from the airport,
BART can take you to downtown San Francisco).

The WESTPEX rate at the hotel is $94 per night
(plus taxes at 12.4%) for a single or a double
room. You can make reservations through the
hotel website, reachable through the WESTPEX

website (see below) or by phoning 800-228-9290
(be sure to tell them you are attending WEST-
PEX) .

Show admission is $3, which is good for

all three days. Children accompanied by adults
are free. Discounted parking is $1 per hour or
$5 per day, if validated at the WESTPEX recep-
tion desk.

There will be 307 frames of exhibit space.

A prospectus is available at the WESTPEX web-
site at http ://www.westpex.com for forms and
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information on the show. Those members who
are not computer-oriented may request a pro-
spectus from Ross Towle, 400 Clayton Street,
San Francisco, CA 94117 . The last your editor
heard, 69 frames of Swiss exhibits have been

entered, but we were allocated 100 frames, so
there may still be time to enter your exhibit

Why attend WESTPEX?

• An AHPS seminar planned by Harlan Stone
on Friday from 2 :00 to 4:00 p .m. The pri-
mary focus will be Pro Juventute stamps;
members are invited to bring related pages

from their collections, along with questions.

• After the Friday afternoon seminar all
members and their guests are invited to a
wonderful dinner arranged by Bruce Mars-
den; see the next article.

• The AHPS business meeting Saturday 10 :00
a .m. to noon. Our experience is that these
meetings are more fun than they sound!
And this year we will have a special presen-
tation by Jean-Benoit Levy on his design of
two Swiss stamps ; see the article on page 3.

• The Palmares dinner Saturday evening will
be at the hotel, but tickets ($48 per person)
must be bought in advance.

• A tour of the Western Philatelic Library can
be arranged on Sunday. This library has a

very extensive bibliography with over 6000
Swiss entries and over 1000 Liechtenstein
entries . Chuck LaBlonde has donated some
of his very extensive philatelic library also.

This tour will be arranged by Dale Eggen.
We need a count of AHPS members inter-
ested in the tour of this great library.
Please

	

contact

	

Dale

	

Eggen

	

at
d eggen@juno .com if you are interested.

• Schuyler Rumsey Auctions of San Francisco
will conduct an auction at the hotel ; the
three sessions will be 1 :00 p.m. on Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday.

• There may be an informal swap session

Sunday morning for AHPS members ; ask
around at the show, or volunteer your own
hotel room.

• This is our best opportunity to meet and
talk with other collectors of Swiss stamps.
These are good friends to have!

The Swiss consulate in San Francisco is
expected to participate in the opening ceremo-

nies, and about 30 Swiss clubs around the bay
area have been invited.

Our thanks to Dale Eggen, who has par-
ticipated in the WESTPEX planning and has

been coordinating the AHPS arrangements.

This should be a wonderful show, in one
of the great cities in the world . We hope to see

many members at the show.

AHPS to eat Swiss
Fondue!

by Bruce Marsden

Besides viewing my perennial AHPS con-

vention exhibit, "Swiss Fondue", AHPS members
attending our next convention meeting at West-
pex will have an opportunity to dine on genuine

Swiss cheese fondue Friday evening, April 28th
at 7 :00 PM. We will carpool and shuttle with
the hotel van less than two miles across the
town of Burlingame, my former stomping

ground, to enjoy a family style feast at Osteria
Stella Alpina. Our menu will include cheese
fondue, Alpina antipasto platter, chicken
cacciatore,beef stroganoff, dessert, coffee or tea.
Other beverages will be available "on your own ."

The cost of the meal including tax and gratuity
will be $45.

Please reserve in advance by sending a

check payable to Bruce Marsden to: Bruce
Marsden, 20 Whitney Road, Short Hills, NJ
07078. I will confirm all reservations as I re-
ceive them. I will be working with the restau-
rant to accommodate late decisions to attend the
dinner at WESTPEX but the earlier I can com-
mit the restaurant to a big crowd, the better.

Thanks for your early reservations . It

will be a lot of fun! I look forward to seeing old
friends and making new friends as well . Every-
one is welcome including spouses and guests, of
course.

The Germany Philatelic Society recently pub-

lished their latest edition of a German/English
dictionary. It is an excellent resource, especially
if you need help looking at Swiss auction cata-
logs. It is 298 pages, spiral bound.

Purchase information : Price $25 Postage Paid in

the USA. Send to: GPS, PO Box 6547, Chester-
field, MO. 63006
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Historic Portraits of 1941
by Bernhard Glutz

Chapter 3 : The 70 and 80 cent stamps
The 70 cent and 80 cent

stamps of of the "Historic Portraits
1941" have in common the design af-
ter pictures of Ferdinand Hodler,

both from essays of the fresco "The
Return from Marignano ." The origi-
nal of the "Fighting Warrior" is ex-
hibited in the Swiss Federal Museum

Zurich, the original of the "Dying
Warrior" in the Museum of Art and
History in Geneva.

Both stamps in the series

"Historic Portraits 1941" represent
the category of the less frequently
used. The 70 cent stamp is with a
volume of 20 million the "rarest" and

the 80 cent stamps with a volume of
58 million is also less common than
the others . This is because of the

postage rate structure . Basically, a series of stamps has to cover frequent postages . Those should be

available for single stamp franking. Within the postage rates of 50 to 90 cents, rates of 70 and 80
cents are much less frequent . This is especially true in the first years of use from 1941, the time pe-
riod of the most interesting philatelic covers and items of the series.

Only a few examples of single franking of the 70 cent stamp are known, such as registered local

Express covers until end of 1946 . However, the 70 cent stamp was used frequently in combined frank-
ing (mixed franking, combined franking, additional franking).

This can be seen in the postage of a regular transatlantic airmail cover of 10 grams to the US.

In January 1941 ; such a cover required postage of 1 .50 francs (30 cents basic postage for international

cover + double airmail surcharge of 60 cents = 1 .50 francs; single franking is possible and usual) . From

January 3, 1941 the airmail surcharge was
raised to 70 cents per 5 grams . The postage of
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the same 10 gram cover was now 1 .70 Francs.

This postage required combined franking in all
cases .

The 70 cents airmail surcharge remained

until end of 1946. From January 1, 1947 the

competition of the increasing civil air traffic over the Atlantic led to a reduction of the airmail
surcharge to 40 cents per 5 grams . From that date a 5 gram cover to the US cost 70 cents (30 cents basic

rate + 40 cents airmail surcharge per 5 grams) ; from that date obviously more 70 cents single frank-

ings are found. The increase of the basic postage of international covers from 30 to 40 cents on Janu-
ary 3, 1948 increased the postage of the same cover to 80 cents (increased basic postage 40 cents + 40
cents airmail surcharge per 5 grams) . However, with the next decrease of the airmail surcharge from

40 to 30 cents in 1952, the postage for the
same cover was again 70 cents (40 cents basic
postage and 30 cents airmail surcharge per 5

grams) .

Postage changes — mostly increases
and rarely reductions — have quickly influ-
enced the demand for single stamps of the

"Historic Portraits 1941 ." This was true of the

80 cent stamp when on January 1, 1947 the
domestic Express surcharge was raised from

40 to 60 cents. Until the next increase on
January 3, 1948 the domestic Express cover

cost 80 cents. During that fourteen month pe-
riod the demand of the 80 cent stamp in-

creased remarkably. However those 80 cent

covers are not exactly frequent.

One feature of both stamps is their use
in pairs to cover the postage rates of 1 .40

francs and 1.60 francs, because that was the

simplest way for the Post Office to generate
both amounts.
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Day of the Stamp
Exhibition at
PHILAMEYRIN

by Harlan F. Stone

The very unusual community of Meyrin
was the site of Switzerland's annual "Day of
the Stamp" observances during December 2-5,
2005 . Not too long ago this formerly rural
village had a population of 1,000. Today it is a
satellite town of 20,000 next to Geneva with
some 140 nationalities among its residents,

reportedly making it the only community in
Switzerland with a majority of foreigners.
Three nearby international facilities have
contributed to Meyrin's international make-up:

the United Nations in Geneva ; the airport at
Cointrin (partly in Meyrin) ; and CERN, the
European Center for Nuclear Research,
completely located in Meyrin.

The Day of the Stamp commemorative
issue (see illustration) captures the split
personality of this rural village/international
town, showing dairy cows, apartment

buildings, and a "globe of science ." The cow
pastures surround apartment buildings, which
in turn surround the town's Place of the Five
Continents with a central shopping mall and a
cultural center.

The Philatelic Club of Meyrin, which
organized PHILAMEYRIN, was able to use the
cultural center, including an atrium and
theater, at no cost . It was a perfect setting,

reflected in the exhibition's unusual large-

format catalog (8¼ by 11¾ inches) in full color.

I will bring half a dozen copies of the catalog to
the AHPS convention in San Francisco during
April 28-30.

AHPS Donates Sophie
Buser Youth Award to
Next Swiss National
Exhibition

The best youth exhibit at NABA
BADEN 05, the Swiss national philatelic

exhibition next September 7-10, will win the
AHPS's Sophie Buser Memorial Youth Award.
A lengthy announcement appeared in the

youth news section of the Schweizer
Briefmarken Zeitung's November 2005 issue.
It included a biography of Mrs . Buser, one of
the 1938 founders of the Helvetia Society for

Collectors of Switzerland, a predecessor of
AHPS .

Harlan Stone, AHPS awards chairman,
mailed the award plaque and past news

releases about Mrs . Buser to Swiss philatelic
youth officials last fall with the approval of the
AHPS board of directors . The board agreed
with Harlan's recommendation that AHPS

donate the plaque to a Swiss exhibition since
no U.S. exhibition has included a worthy Swiss
display of at least two frames by a youth no
older than 18 since AHPS established the

award in 1999.

Special Showing of
Harlan Stone 's Exhibit

The prestigious Collectors Club of New

York scheduled a special showing of Harlan
Stone's exhibit "Switzerland 1862-1883: The
Perforated Sitting Helvetia," which won the
Champion of Champions award at the
STAMPSHOW of the American Philatelic

Society last summer in Grand Rapids . The

press release by the APS said "It is the most
comprehensive exhibit ever assembled of the
perforated Sitting Helvetia, and is widely
acknowledged as a landmark philatelic study . ..
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Mr . Stone, who has been recognized with

numerous philatelic awards and honors, is one
of only two Americans currently invited to
membership in the prestigious Consilium
Philateliae Helveticae ." The special showing
was scheduled for February 18, and Harlan

was to provide a narrated tour of the exhibit.

Recent Swiss Exhibit
Winners
• Kurt Kimmel, "Introduction of the Electric

Telegraph," PHILAMEYRIN 05
(Switzerland), gold.

• Charles LaBlonde, "World War II Mail
from Switzerland," VANPEX 05 (Canada),
gold, postal history award, reserve grand,
and Canada Literature Show, silver ; "New

Zealand-Swiss World War II Mail," Canada
Literature Show, silver.

• Michael Peter, "French-Swiss Cantonal
Postal Treaty Accounting Marks,"
Minneapolis 05, gold, American Philatelic
Congress award, reserve grand.

• Harlan Stone, "Postal Envelopes,"
ZIMBRA 05 (Switzerland), gold, special
award; "Postal Wrappers,"
PHILAMEYRIN, gold, special award;

"Swiss Involvement in Franco-German
War" (1-frame), COLLECTORS CLUB 05
(New York), merit award.

• Steve Turchik, "Strubel Usage," SESCAL
05, gold, Helvetia medal ; "Basel Stampless
Covers, " SESCAL 05, silver.

• Andrew Urushima, "1944 Olympic Jubilee"

(1-frame), ROCKY MOUNTAIN 05, gold,
grand.
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Pro Juventute
Correction

In the September TELL, we published

an article on "Varieties of the 10c and 20c
Values of the 1931 Pro Juventute Issue," by
Dick Hall, based on an article by Pierre
Guinand in the SBZ of August 1965. It turns

out that the diagram of the types in the sheet
layout of the 10c values was incorrect in the

1965 SBZ – upside down and backwards (this
was made easier because the table used Roman

numerals) . Here is the correct layout.
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Matterhorn Meanderings
by Richard T. Hall

My column in the last issue in which I discussed the US postage label being applied to mail

from Switzerland brought responses from a neighboring state and from across the country. Since my

last column, I have received two issues of the SBZ, both with the "Expedited" label identical to that I
described in the last issue . Walter Weber sent me an official mail envelope which he received from the
Swiss Federal Department of External Affairs with the "Expedited" label, this time with the "A"

destination as "Seattle WA 980" and the "B" destination "Seattle WA 98000" with delivery to Walter
at ZIP Seattle 98225 . Everything else is identical to my label, including the Manchester, PA, notation
in the PAID box . Closer to home, Hans Kuhn sent me a clipping from a package he received from
someone in Basel, nicely franked with Pro Juventute and a high face value Minerals stamps,

destroyed by the "Expedited" label . His label has an "A" destination of "Columbia SC 290" and a "B"

destination of "Greensboro NC 27075" with delivery to Hans at ZIP Spartanburg 29306 . I find this

especially interesting as Hans' "B" destination is the same as mine, Greensboro NC . Spartanburg is
about an hour south of Asheville in the upstate area of South Carolina . Columbia is about an hour

south of Spartanburg. Does this mail go first to the "B" destination and then to the "A" or vice versa?
On the basis of the geography of my label and Hans', I would guess that it goes first to "B" and then
"A". Does anyone have any information on this delivery method?

One new K-cancel to report this month . On November 15, 2005, a new K-
cancel, 1332b, was placed into service at the 4000 Basel philatelic office . The
cancel shows a griffin, the symbol of Basel's Vogel Gryff festival.

Every month I receive e-mail questions from web surfers who have a
question about Swiss stamps and found the link to the Society's web page and the
"Ask an Expert" link. I can answer many of these questions easily but some I
have to turn over to the real experts . The cover from Kuwait to Zürich, shown
below, is a case in point . The person who submitted this cover lives in Kuwait and asked why the
Swiss postage dues were applied to the letter . To answer this question, I asked the member of our
Society whom I believe is an expert on Swiss postage due covers, Harlan Stone.

Let's begin with what is known . The postal service of Kuwait at that time was administered by

India, hence the KUWAIT overprints on Indian stamps of King George VI . The postal rates from
Kuwait to Switzerland were 3½ annas for up to 20 grams plus an airmail surcharge of 18 annas for 5
grams for a total of 21¼ annas, the postage on the back of the envelope . There is a red crayon mark of
"119" and a black mark of "35" . The Swiss postal clerk applied 35 centimes postage due and then
changed his mind (the "UNGÜLTIG" cancel on the dues) . The recipient was no longer in Zürich but
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had moved to Milan, Italy, where the letter was apparently delivered without Italian postage due.

The question is, why did the Swiss postal clerk first assess 35 centimes postage due and then change

his mind?

Here is Harlan's analysis. He first assumed that the cover weighed more than 5 grams . If that

were the case the postage due would be calculated for a deficiency of 18 annas . The conversion rate

from annas to Swiss francs at that time was 1 anna equals 10 1/3 centimes so that an 18 anna

deficiency would equal 185 centimes, doubled for the penalty 370 centimes postage due, over ten times

the postage due levied . So that isn't the answer. Harlan suggests that is the Swiss postal clerk

incorrectly substituted into the formula the prepaid basic postage for a Swiss letter instead of a

Kuwaiti letter, he would come up with a postage due of 36 centimes . If he incorrectly rounded down

instead of up, you get the 35 centimes postage due shown on the cover.

Does the answer lie in the red "119" marking? If we make the assumption that this figure is in

centimes, it would correspond to 11 ½ annas deficiency, divided by two to arrive at the unpenalized

rate of 5¾ annas . What is missing is what the actual second step airmail surcharge was . All the

above calculations have assumed the rate was 18 annas per 5 grams with no change for the second

rate step. And if the cover actually weighed less than 5 grams, did the Swiss postal clerk go through

all the calculations, apply the postage dues, and then realize his mistake?

You will have to agree, this cover poses a real conundrum . Does anyone out there have a better

explanation?

But what this question does tell us is that our web site is working and philatelists all over the

world are coming to the AHPS for answers . So if you can help on any of the questions I pose here,

please remember the role of the AHPS as the source of information on Swiss philately (at least in the

English-speaking world) . Share your knowledge.

Here's this issue's list of post office changes:

1 . On November 30, 2005, the following post offices were closed:

2747 Corcelles (canton Bern) [assumed by 2740 Moutier 1]

2745 Grandval (canton Bern) [assumed by 2740 Moutier 1] [K-cancel 1556 was last used on

that date]

2. On December 30, 2005, the post office at 8847 Egg (canton Schwyz) was closed . Its functions were

assumed by 8840 Einsiedeln . [K-cancel 1226 was last used on that date]

3. On December 31, 2005, the following post offices were closed:

8376 Bichelsee (canton Thurgau) [assumed by 8362 Batlerswil] [K-cancel 1431 was last used on

that date]

6277 Kleinwangen (canton Luzern) [assumed by 6280 Hochdorf]
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Money "Smuggling" through Swiss Post Offices
(continued from page 1) transit on the same day, a coin in the envelope ran into great difficulty

going through a machine canceler . It forced the circular "crown" in the cancellation to jump up, split-
ting the date stamp impression, and the machine to tear open the envelope.

The post office staff closed the envelope again with an official seal and postmarked the seal . It
also used a red crayon to point out that the letter contained money ("Enthält Geld'), added a pink
value-declared etiquette, and used a black crayon to note postage due of 30e . The clerk with the red

crayon also used it to underline a coincidentally appropriate slogan in the "flag" portion of the cancel-
lation and emphasize it with an exclamation point . The slogan reads "Black marketeering harms the
general public ."

At the destination post office, the recipient paid the 30c postage due on September 20 . This
represented the charges in effect since July 1, 1925 : 30c parcel postage for up to 250gr going any do-
mestic distance and 20c value tax for up to 300 francs . As usual, the recipient had to pay only the defi-
cit for a letter that the post office had changed into a declared-value parcel . (It is important to note
that from July 1, 1925, to December 31, 1975, the postage due formula for all the usual types of mail
called for double the missing postage .)

References
1. Etter, Jann. "Taxierungen – am praktischen Beispiel Nr . 81," Berner Briefmarken Zeitung,
Zumstein, 9/1999, p .186.

2. Rüegg, Emil . Eidgenössische Fahrpost . Swiss Society for Postal History, 1994.

3. Zack . Die Posttaxen der Schweiz ab 1875, Band 1, Inland . Commission for Youth Philately of the
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Profile of a Stamp Col-
lector: Lewis Draper

My interest in stamp collecting dates

from 1940 when, my uncle Albert Handcock
was a volunteer in the Royal Army Medical
Corps in France . His mother, my grandmother,
gave me his tatty old Lincoln album (a Stanley

Gibbons issue} with his collection in it . He
knew nothing about this till he was demobbed
in 1946. When he found out, I was 300 miles
away and was not around to witness the explo-
sion – fortunately.

His collection had been a worldwide one,
and of no particular value and I soon realized
that I must specialize to some extent . Like
most British schoolboys of that era with about
50e weekly pocket money, I collected British
and British colonials in the highly coloured
George VI issues of 1938 and the later 1947

updates. Because of limited finances I ended
up with lots of 'short sets' – 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 6d
and never had any shilling, half-crown and five
shilling values . Each could cost a month's

March 2006

pocket-money . I still have them, but they are
all hinged mint and hardly worth any more to-
day that I paid for them.

After leaving home for university in
Glasgow I lost interest in philately for several
years, but somehow I became interested in

German stamps through a pen-pal in East
Berlin who also collected stamps; that lasted for a
year or two before I met a beautiful Swiss girl
one night in a cafe in Sauchiehall Street in
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Glasgow . Two weeks later we decided to get

married and my German collection joined my
British colonials in limbo as I started to clip the
stamps from mail to Erica from her family and

friends in Bern. From then I never looked back

and continued to add to my Swiss collection
even when we were working in Nigeria and
eventually moved to Canada.

I pursued my hobby intermittently, al-

ways buying the complete year collections put
out by the PTT whilst at the same time adding
Rayons whenever and wherever I could find
them and back-filling my collection of PJs and

ProPs, largely from auction houses in Toronto,
Edmonton and Vancouver . Here in Sas-
katchewan, most stamp dealers are more inter-
ested in coins and hockey cards than stamps.
Most stampers here collect Canada and US is-

sues. I know nobody in the province that col-
lects Swiss, so it was with great delight that I
heard of the AHPS two years ago ; I joined im-

mediately. I have also joined the APS to take
advantage of their expertising service, and I
am in the process of sending all my best but
unauthenticated stamps to Bellefonte for Mr

Bristow to pass judgment . So far I have not
been disappointed, but I do have a couple of
mint Geneva Eagles that I am fairly sure are
fakes.

Sadly, my beloved Swiss Miss died just

as we reached retirement age and our
disposable income rose to the extent that we could
travel more and indulge ourselves . After a
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dreadfully unhappy five years, I remarried and
now spend many hours with my sitting and

standing Helvetias, checking perfs, water-
marks, shades and papers. I buy collections at

auction, sight unseen, and I greet them like so

many Christmas stockings ; invariably finding

some overlooked variety amongst the many
Tellbrust Bilder and Knaben.

I use Biella Albums, and am trying to

fill each square with the appropriate stamp,
although I realise I shall not be able to afford

the Zurich 4r and Basler Tauben. I just turn

those pages over quickly with my eyes shut.
Other than those, I have a very good collection
of 19th century Swiss, mostly used, although I
do have a parallel collection of unused – I can't

say 'mint .'

I live on an isolated farm here, and win-
ter is a time of seclusion and closeting myself
with my stamps and my books . With my com-

puter for e-mails I look forward to the long
dark nights with the odd weekend foray to the
AHPS and APS conventions in somewhat

warmer climes . I look forward to meeting you

all in California.

AHPS Auction 134
Prices realized

Coming AHPS Conventions and shows:

WESTPEX, April 28-30, 2006 – See page 3.

St. Louis Stamp Expo, March 2-4, 2007 – St.

Louis ; contact Michael Peter (see page 2 for ad-
dresses) .
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AHPS Auction 134
This sale features stamps from the collection of the late Franz Hofer, a long time member of

the society . In accord with his wishes that his stamps would be certain to find a loving home, Mrs.
Hofer has consigned them to our auction with extremely low reserves . As you will see, there is the
opportunity to pick up some real bargains . On the other hand, the bidding may be quite competitive.
As always, the top bid on a lot will be reduced to one advance over the second high bid, or to the
minimum bid if there is no competition.

Please take note of the large lots . Some of these are from the Hofer collection ; others are
carried over from the previous sale with drastically reduced minimum bids . Finally, there are several
complete booklets, and an eclectic selection of interesting covers and cards for your consideration.
Remember: bid early, high and often – and have fun!

The first catalog number in the description is generally Zumstein, followed by Scott (Sc .) as
appropriate . Values are from the 2003 Zumstein; please take into account the very active recent
market and catalog value increases as you make your bids . Postal card numbers and values are from
the 2002 Zumstein Ganzsachen catalog . Catalog value is converted to dollars at the rate SFr . 1 = US$
0.80. Most lots are illustrated on the Internet via the AHPS web site www .swiss-stamps.org.

Closing date for bids in this auction is March 26, 2006 . Please send bids to auction manager
Gordon Trotter by one of the following means ; Email : auction@swiss-stamps.org . Mail: 10626 Fable
Row, Columbia, MD 21044 . On-line bids are preferred and will be acknowledged (after March 12).
The deadline for submitting lots for auction 136 is May 15, 2006.
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American Helvetia Philatelic Society
Treasurer's Report for 2005

December 1, 2004 - November 30, 2005

Presented herewith is my accounting for the 2005 fiscal year, compared with 2004 . Although both income
and normal operating expenses were similar to the previous year, we shows a significant net loss of nearly a
thousand dollars . This is essentially because of the additional amount advanced and donated for the publication of
Chuck LaBlonde's latest monograph. This expenditure is in keeping with the policy adopted by the board a few
years ago, wherein it was decided that some of the excess funds accumulated by judicious financial practices of
the previous years should and will be used to promote publication of scholarly research and other activities
promoting Swiss philately . Note also that although interest on savings accounts increased slightly, it is still at
a very low level . I repeat my call from last year's report for a committee or individual members to assist in
recommending a better investment strategy than we have at present.
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